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Coplink X is an intuitive and powerful search engine, purpose-built for law
enforcement, ensuring that everyone from patrol, analysts, investigators,
and command staff have the information they need, when they need it.

KEY FEATURES

Simple and powerful
search
Nationwide data access
in our CJIS compliant cloud

Advanced Search
Coplink X is the industry’s leading search engine for law enforcement, combining
the simplicity of unstructured natural language search with the power of structured
field level and federated search. The result is that the information you are looking
for will appear on the 1st page of results with the same ease as a Google search.

The Power of the Network
There is plenty of law enforcement data available to agencies across the United
States. With Coplink X, we focus on providing the right data. With the most comprehensive set of data in the industry, we offer the singular ability to access critical
and meaningful information from not only your agency’s IT systems, but across
the city, county, state and country.

Access to public data
Intuitive UI
Accessible
on mobile devices

BENEFITS

Accelerate
investigations

Public Investigative Data
Our alliance with Thomson Reuters CLEAR ® means officers and analysts will
have not only private law enforcement agency data but critical public records
data at their fingertips without having to toggle between disparate applications.

Accelerating Investigations with Powerful Analytics
Advanced analytics and visualizations provide the ability to centralize and apply
complex analytics across multiple data sets. With this information, Law Enforcement analysts and investigators glean actionable insights, in real-time, that help
identify crime trends and prevent criminal activity.

Enhance
situational awareness
Reduce
the most violent crimes
Respond
in the Golden Hour

Simple and Accessible Across the Department

FOR MORE INFORMATION

Coplink X is accessible from any centrally managed device and across all compliant networks. A seamless integration with your existing infrastructure puts
the power directly into the hands of all law enforcement professionals, including
patrol, investigators, analysts and command staff.

Forensic Logic COPLINK deploys the most
powerful network of users, information and
technology in American law enforcement.
Powered by the most advanced search
and analysis technology in the industry,
we give our users the information they
need to keep themselves and their communities safe.

Forensic Logic is the most powerful technology for
reducing violent crime in America Today.
Deputy Chief, Oakland Police Department
GET IN TOUCH

To learn more, visit www.coplinkx.com
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